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    1000+ applications;

    140 projects;

    40 G20 Global 
    Ambassadors;

Planet Needs YOUth
3   edition

ISPI’s initiative Planet Needs YOUth is back

to encourage young students to take action

for the future of our world. The project,

launched in 2021 as part of the G20/T20

Italy, provides a platform for discussion

with a view to advancing new ideas and

proposals on common global challenges.

Planet Needs YOUth is divided into three

major parts: the Interactive Youth Forum,

the Competition and the G20 Simulation 

Planet Needs YOUth in numbers (2022) 

500 young people selected
for the Interactive Youth
Forum;
    
3 winners. 

Game. Key topics of the 2023 edition

include: possible way out to the Ukraine

war and other major crises; the path

towards a green and inclusive future; pros

and cons of digitalisation and AI.

The third edition of Planet Needs YOUth

engages Italian and foreign young

participants from across Europe (20-25

years old).
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Interactive Youth Forum

Competition

G20 Simulation Game

One-day virtual event with high-level

speakers from Italy and the international

community who exchange views with the

+500 young participants on the most pressing

international issues.

Participants of the Interactive Youth Forum

will be asked to advance their own ideas by

proposing an advertising campaign on one

of the following topics: possible way out to

today’s security crises; the need for taking

action against climate change; living in a

world with AI.

Young participants proposing the best 40

campaigns are appointed G20 Global

Ambassadors; students of the top three

campaigns are also awarded with one of the

following prizes: free access to a Diploma/

Certificate of the ISPI School; cost-free

access to the ninth edition of the Rome MED

Dialogues conference in Rome.

The 40 G20 Global Ambassadors play the role

of the Sherpas during the simulation of the

G20 Summit organized by ISPI, and they have

full access to the Global Policy Forum co-

hosted by ISPI, Bocconi University and OECD

- in Milan on 22-23 May.

After various rounds of negotiations, the

Ambassadors write a Final Declaration of the

2023 G20 Presidency.

Speakers from past editions
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